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upon completion of the site investigation, the investigative report is submitted to the local solid waste department. the information included in this report
may be entered into a database that is accessible to regulatory agencies and may be filed with and available to the property owner and site operator. as with

all other documents filed with regulatory agencies, this information is considered a public record. public access typically is allowed by law to prevent the
owner or operator from hiding information concerning a lust at a site that the public may inspect. however, this access is usually restricted to the local

jurisdiction that is responsible for the site. the investigative findings and any corrective action taken at the lust site are reviewed by the appropriate
government agency, such as the department of energy (doe) or the u.s. environmental protection agency (usepa). because the document and the actions
performed are public records, they are typically inspected to assess the effectiveness of the cleanup action, the need for continuing cleanup, the need for

further site investigation, and potential liabilities that may arise during the site closure and cleanup process. site remediation begins with the identification of
the contaminants in the soil and groundwater. this information can be obtained from previous monitoring data or data collected for current monitoring needs.

where the release is located and the source information is unclear, it can be difficult to design an effective cleanup plan. a risk analysis is performed to
determine how the site is currently being used and to determine the most appropriate remedial action to minimize risk exposure to hazardous substances.
many risk assessment tools are available and can be tailored to the site. a careful analysis of the chemical content and other site characteristics is a critical
step in the remedial design. a risk analysis is performed so that everyone understands the risk, including those that may be affected by the cleanup. if the

risk is greater than expected, an appropriate corrective action can be planned.
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an initial test is completed to
evaluate both the effectiveness of
the groundwater cleanup at the
site and the existence of a lust.

the investigators look for signs of
leaking, including contaminated

liquids or gas emanating from the
soil or the lust, a vapor barrier,
and a change in the potential of

the site. if a lust is present,
additional field investigation, such
as visual observation of the tank

and soil permeability testing,
typically occurs. investigators pay

particular attention to the
surrounding soil and groundwater
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to determine if there are any
unexpected problems at the site

that would require further
investigation. if the lust or the tank
is identified, a site investigation is

conducted to determine if the
problem is caused by inadequate
leak detection, a tank that was

previously installed, active
migration, drainage due to

construction, or other possible
causes. if a significant release of
hazardous substances occurred,

additional investigation typically is
conducted to determine if the spill

occurred from the tank, tank
sump, truck, or some other cause.

the investigative effort should
include collecting and analyzing
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samples of soil, air, or water to
determine the current levels of
contamination and whether the

concentration is a direct result of
the lust or a separate problem that

existed before the lust was
installed. routine sampling is

performed in the first five years
after the lust is identified.

extensive and time-consuming
sampling may be required after
the initial five-year period. when

the site investigation is completed,
the findings are documented in a

field investigation report.
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